America’s Western Frontier Expedition 2018
ORCA Wildlife Report – Silver Explorer
Day 1: Vancouver
We departed Vancouver on the beautiful Silver Explorer in glorious
sunshine. During sail away, we enjoyed meeting guests and
introducing ourselves and the programme that we would be
delivering on board. We were excited for the voyage, and after
the sail away party and dinner we got an early night, ready for our
first deck watch the following morning.
Day 2: Friday Harbor, San Juan Island & Lopez Island
Up on deck at sunrise, we were graced with calm and serene
conditions – perfect whale watching weather! As we approached
our anchorage at Friday Harbour, we searched the seas for marine
mammals and our first sighting of the trip was that of a single
harbor porpoise briefly breaking the surface of the calm sea.

Anna and Lucy – your ORCA Whale Watchers

Guests were asking us what we did when she ship was in port – we go whale watching of course! Lots of guests joined
us on this popular excursion, and we headed south to look for orcas. The San Juan Islands are known for their
population of Southern resident killer whales in this area, and it’s even labelled as the best place in the world to see
orcas. As we searched the seas, we did come across a colony of Steller’s sea lions hauled out on a rock, with a bald
eagle watching on. There was a spectacular backdrop to this sight, with magnificent snow-capped mountains in the
distance.

Steller’s sea lion colony
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Although we didn’t see any orcas on our boat trip, despite perfect sea conditions, we were treated to sightings of
many pods of harbor porpoise, feeding in the tidal streams, and also a couple of minke whales, which came very close
to the ship. Other bird highlights included seeing numerous tiny rhinoceros auklets, stunning tufted puffins and rafts
of common murre. It was a fantastic trip out, and gave guests a taste of the whale watching to come.

Harbour porpoise

Minke whale
On our passage from Friday Harbour to Lopez Island, we hoped again to spot the elusive orcas, but alas no luck this
time. A harbor porpoise and harbor seal were sighted though before the anchor went down.
As we departed Lopez Island that evening three harbor porpoises were sighted before the sun set.
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Day 3: Anacortes & Cypress Island
On our short passage between Anacortes and Cypress Island, small pods
of harbor porpoise were regularly seen on both sides of the ship, so
guests stationed themselves out on Deck 6 with us, helping to locate
these creatures. The conditions were perfect for spotting these small,
elusive marine mammals as it was very calm – the sea looked like a mirror.
As we departed Cypress Island we surveyed until sunset and saw even
more small pods of harbor porpoise, totalling 15 animals. Some were
feeding energetically in the tidal stream and behaving very unlike harbor
porpoises, they were breaching and creating a huge commotion in the
water which was great to see. We also sighted two harbor seals, which
swam past the Silver Explorer gracefully as we sailed by.
Day 4: Olympia
The waters around Olympia are obviously favoured by harbor porpoises,
as in just an hour’s deck watch as we approached our anchorage, we
sighted 31 harbor porpoise! Some were alone, and others in small pods.
10 harbor seals were also seen before we dropped anchor for the day.

Our expert whale spotter, Parker, helped
us sight many harbor porpoises around the
San Juan Islands

The harbor porpoises were still plentiful on our departure from Olympia
with many in small pods being recorded and totalling 20 individual
animals. On a large buoy, we also sighted three California sea lions hauled on upon it, taking a rest! 9 harbor seals
were sighted too throughout the evening.

Harbor porpoise

Harbor seal
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Day 5: Port Angeles
We were excited when leaving Port Angeles to be venturing out into open waters and deeper sea, as this is where we
were likely to start seeing the large whales. It wasn’t long before the first whale blows of the voyage appeared! As
these whales came closer to the ship, we could identify them as humpback whales, due to their two-tiered dorsal fin
and bushy blow. These whales were still some distance from the ship and we hoped that we would get a closer look
at these huge ocean giants later on in the trip – little did we know at that point that we most certainly wouldn’t be
disappointed!

Humpback whale
Day 5: Morning at sea & Astoria
Hurrah! Some sea time! Something us whale watchers always look forward to. Guests have asked us throughout this
trip why on earth we get up so early…..well today was one of those days when it pays to be out on deck for 5:15am!
The first thing that struck us when we got up on deck this morning was the sheer amount of birds and shipping vessels
around – a great sign as this mean there’s lots of fish in the area. And where there’s lots of food, there’s usually lots
of whales and dolphins. It was only a matter of minutes before we started seeing some whale blows – more humpback
whales! A fantastic start to the morning.
Suddenly some birds circling on the horizon that caught our eye. As we brought our binoculars up to our eyes, a tall,
black dorsal fin broke the surface of the calm water. It took us a few seconds to comprehend what we were seeing –
killer whales! A pod of three, swimming very fast towards the ship to the starboard side. They were on a mission as
they did not stop at all to investigate the ship – it is possible that this group were hunting. As we quickly watched
them pass us by, trying to take in every second, we were running around the decks calling out, hoping that some guests
would be awake to see this spectacle – one killer whale even spyhopped, which is where they stick their head out of
the water to have a visual look around. Imagine our delight when guests John and Nancy came up a short while later
to say that they had drawn their curtains open right at the same time as the killer whales swam past! I am not sure
who was most excited – them or us! On closer inspection, this pod comprised of a large male (with the tall, straight
dorsal fin), a female (with a smaller, curved dorsal fin) and a smaller calf.

Spyhopping killer whale
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It was about an hour before our next sighting – this isn’t unusual when killer whales are in the vicinity. The killer
whales in this area are transients, and feed on other marine mammals (especially humpback whale calves, gray
whale calves, seals and sea lions in this region) so it’s likely that any whales would have made themselves scarce.
But soon a whale blow broke the surface of the water – and more guests were awake this time! 5 humpback whales
passed the Silver Explorer, but it was what looked like the wake of a large ship in front of us that next caught our eye.
It was a huge pod of dolphins! Again, we think these dolphins were feeding as they were not interested in bow riding
today and they were switching in lots of different directions in a concentrated area.
Many guests joined us for this encounter and helped us with the identification of what turned out to be a mixed pod!
Guests were all looking at different dolphins and giving us accurate descriptions of many different species of dolphin
– within the pod of 137 animals there were Pacific white-sided dolphins, Risso’s dolphin (this dolphin was described
as having a blunt face and lots of scarring by a guest, allowing us to positively identify it), short-finned pilot whales
(described as a large black dolphin with a rounded dorsal fin and face) and northern right whale dolphins
(characteristic as they are all black in colour with no dorsal fin). It was fantastic to see all the guests putting their newly
learned cetacean identification skills into practice and this really helped with our data collection during this sighting –
a great example of cetacean conservation and citizen science in action! In all of this commotion, a fur seal and a
sunfish were also seen passing by the ship.
After this excitement the ocean seemed to become calm and quiet once again. However, it seemed like the humpback
whales were just waiting for Lucy to be doing her surveying skills workshop before they started doing their acrobatics!
A humpback whale passed down the port side of the Silver Explorer and started breaching and head slapping! There
were many guests out enjoying the sunshine, and in Lucy’s workshop so they were able to get a great view of this
whale’s acrobatics.

Humpback whale (Photo by Linda Martin)
A pod of 27 Pacific white-sided dolphins were also seen on the starboard side of the ship, about 600m away. Again,
this pod was not interested in the ship at all and were obviously feeding with lots of splashes seen and frequent
changes in direction.
Humpback whales and a harbor porpoise kept us busy out on deck until we slowed down to pick up the pilot by
helicopter. As we turned the corner into the Columbia River, our sightings didn’t stop, with many harbor seals and
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California sea lions sighted in the water. As it was low tide, there was a huge sand bank that appeared out of the
receding tide. Large lumps on the sand bank turned out to be harbor seals – 208 in total! Amongst these seals, there
were also bald eagles sat on the sand bank, surveying the area.

Harbor seals hauled out on the sandbank when entering the Columbia River
Day 6: Rainier
Despite not sailing at sea today, many guests found us to report that had seen numerous harbor seals and California
sea lions swimming around the ship as we were docked in Rainier.

Harbor seal (Photo by Linda Martin)
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California sea lion (Photo by Linda Martin)
Day 7: Day at sea
It was a quiet morning up on deck 6, with a small handful of unidentified dolphins sighted. It wasn’t until about
9:30am (straight after Anna’s lecture!) that things started to hot up, with more humpback whales sighted, blowing
near the horizon. A guest excitedly exclaimed ‘I think there’s something out there’, pointing towards the port side of
the ship. As we put our binoculars up and set them to where the guest was pointing, a huge black dorsal fin broke the
water – killer whales!
7 killer whales were in front of the ship, and Captain Maggi was able to slow down so that we could enjoy this
encounter, as well as do an announcement to let all the guests know. It wasn’t long before the deck was packed with
guests, and we were even able to go down onto the bow of the Silver Explorer to get a closer look. This pod broke off
into two smaller pods, and travelled with us for 20 minutes – it was an incredible experience for all. We may not have
sighted killer whales around the San Juan Islands, but this encounter certainly made up for it. We could even hear
them as they breathed! It sounded like we were watching fireworks as there were lots of ‘oooos’ and ‘áhhhhs’ from
the guests (and Lucy and Anna!).

Killer whales (Photo by Linda Martin)
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Killer whales (Photo by Linda Martin)
It was another hour before we started seeing humpback whale blows again, and a small pod of energetic Dall’s
porpoise darted across our bow. We had a steady stream of humpback whales until suddenly there were everywhere
and it was described as being like whale soup! We then got to thinking as to how many whales constituted the term
whale soup…….no matter where you looked in the ocean there was a humpback whale!
Captain Maggi slowed the ship and 11 individual humpback whales effortlessly glided around the Silver Explorer for
over 30 minutes. Although most guests were focussed on these incredible animals, which showed themselves so well
in the water, there were dozens more all around us, from the horizon to only metres away from the ship. At some
points guests were shouting ‘whale blow!’ and then everyone would point in different directions – there were
humpback whales absolutely everywhere.
Some humpback whales were so close that you could hear them breathe (and smell the blow too!), one even had a
very squeaky blowhole! The humpback whale’s bright white pectoral fins reflected the blue of the water, it was
beautiful. Again, the decks were packed with guests all enjoying this lucky encounter in the hot sunshine.

A deck full of citizen scientist whale watchers
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We were able to observe a wide range of humpback whale behaviours, with some whales breaching, fin-slapping, tail
slapping and others bringing their tail flukes up and out of the water clearly for all to see. What a day?! And certainly
one we will not forget in a hurry.

Humpback whale pectoral fin slapping

Humpback whale
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Humpback whales

Tail slapping humpback whale
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These two humpback whales below came extremely close to the ship, logging/resting in the water alongside us.

Humpback whales – can you see the long white pectoral fin under the water? The pectoral fins can be up to a third of
the length of the whale!

Humpback whale tail fluke
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A deck full of whale watchers enjoying the humpback whale displays
Day 8: Eureka
As we left Eureka, a large swell broke and suddenly 12 California sea lions erupted from the wave, surfing! The buoys
that were guiding the Silver Explorer out to sea were weighed down by California sea lions hauled out. Guests had
also spotted some dolphins playing in the wake as we left. A large swell and rough sea state made it quite hard to spot
cetaceans this evening, but a few unidentified dolphins, a whale blow and Dall’s porpoises were still spotted.
Day 9: San Francisco
The Golden Gate Bridge emerging from the fog was our first sight for our morning deck watch – we don’t think we
have ever woken up to a more spectacular view. After minutes, harbor porpoises were sighted in the calm waters,
swimming in small pods all around the ship. Then, a whale blow…and another one! Two humpback whales on the
port side. Then one breached! It created a huge splash as the body of this animal crashed down on the water’s surface.
We then had more humpback whales, pods of harbor porpoise and California sea lions pop up out of the calm waters.
As we passed underneath the Golden Gate Bridge, our eyes were temporarily drawn upwards to watch this
magnificent bridge pass above us. But it wasn’t for long as we started to see more whale blows on the port side and
another humpback whale breach! 11 humpback whales were sighted on our survey transect into San Francisco, and
it was an incredible end to our voyage.
We departed the Silver Explorer with fond memories of the incredible wildlife sighted throughout the voyage. We
hope you enjoyed the whale watching activities on board, and we hope to see you all on board again soon!
We would like to say a huge thank you to all of the crew, expedition team, the expedition Leader Kit, Captain Maggi
and all the wonderful guests that joined us on this voyage and helped us with our vital data collection work. We would
also like to thank Silversea for allowing us to undertake our surveying work on board.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk
For a map of all the marine animals recorded throughout the voyage please see the next page.
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